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Reviewed by Russell Harrison

"I thought it was very nice that there were so many job openings, yet it worried me too—we’d probably be pitted against one another in some way. Survival of the fittest. There were always men looking for jobs in America. There were always those usable bodies." (Bukowski, Factotum 166)

T

he central problematic of this book is an investigation of how the myriad new types of jobs that exist in today's digital economy have significantly changed today's relations of production and its working class. Along the way, Huws looks at a number of areas, such as: the globalization of work, the reserve army of the unemployed, and, especially intriguing, "The New Accumulation through Public Service Commodification." To take but one example bearing on the issue of jobs. Huws writes that the category “occupation” has become increasingly unstable in a situation in which workers are expected to change their skills in response to each wave of technological and institutional innovation (86). She notes the effect such constant restructuring (along with the spatial dislocations caused by such practices as offshoring the work to be done and the dis-integration of the very term "occupation") of the job has on the issue of worker solidarity. One has only to look at the controversy surrounding the business model of such taxi businesses as Uber to get a glimpse of what's at stake in these issues. Uber maintains that the boss/worker relationship does not exist because the drivers are independent subcontractors. (I have always wondered about the name of this company. Even without the umlaut, the German word Uber comes to mind and the Nietzschean term "superman" ("Uebermensch") somehow suggesting that the firm and/or its services are "better," although better in just what way remains unclear.) Laws and regulations for subcontractors with respect to unionization, for example may be quite different (and less favorable to the worker) than in the traditional boss/worker relationship.

One phenomenon that amazes in Huws's analysis is how the "same ol", "same ol" makes its presence felt. I have in mind here Huws's sixth chapter: "The New Accumulation through Public Service Commodification." One of the most important parts of Marx's analysis of capitalism is his concept of primitive accumulation, i.e., "the historical process of divorcing the producer from the means of production" (Capital, chapter 26) originally, this had been thought to exclude the service sector where nothing concrete is produced. But over time many had come to conclude that the service sector, too, could produce surplus value, had become commodified. And thus something from which profits could be made. Huws writes:

"In this commodification process, which might be regarded as a kind of 'secondary primary accumulation,' activities already existed out in the paid economy for their use value (such as education, or health care) are standardized in such a way that they can be traded for profit and appropriated by capital: use value is thereby transformed into exchange value." (128)

Huws' book is important for the convincing way it makes its point regarding the ability of the service sector to produce surplus value and thus profit. This is, of course, crucial because it is this sector that continues to grow and grow. Thus what happens in this sector will affect all sectors mutually. And thus the reconstituted auto companies (at a much lower pay and benefit level) were not unrelated to Gov. Scott Walker's attack on unions.

NOTES:

1 Barbara Ehrenreich made the same point in her 2005 book, Bait and Switch
2 This conversion from unpaid labor is striking. Take dog walking. This used to be an ordinary household chore, something that often had a pleasurable component. Now it is often paid labor and something from which surplus value can be drawn
3 An important point which I want to at least touch on suggested by Huws's analysis is the phenomenon of the workerless store, i.e., a store where there are plenty of commodities on sale but no salesperson. How far we have come in the last 25 years or so may be made clear by two purchases I made, 25 years apart. In 1989 I went to a German electronics store to buy two double A batteries. I went over to a counter where I told the sales person what I wanted and she went over to a drawer and got it. She then passed it to another salesperson who wrapped it up in tissue paper and in turn passed it on to a third salesperson. Who took my money and then gave me the package. Within the past month I went into a local drug store, found my item, scanned it on to my credit card and left the store, never having had contact with a person.